
Previous Questions: 

Question Answer Actions for Us 

How do we want to show the 

color answers to the quiz? 

NO do not give the answers to the quiz   

Progress bar or countdown, for 

number of questions 

- Bubbles filling up across 

the top, progress 

piechart, rainbows 

getting filled in  

o Have it been 

fun and inviting 

to look at not 

just a boring 

number 

Whatever works better for us – gradient 
rainbow color that was used for the house  

 

When you take the quiz does 

the questions do we want a 

back button (move on 

automatically then have a back 

button if needed) or 

continue/next button or lock 

in/confirm function? 

 

Either a back button or locked in -> whatever 
is easier to code  

 Probably be easier for a lock or 
submit for each question instead of 
a back button  

 

 

For the questions we want to 

make them random each time, 

we need to figure out the 

equation for how we want the 

questions to be ordered – there 

is an equation for each person? 

 

Yes, random each time   

Can we get paid for Figma so 

each type of information can be 

separate such as games, 

information, quiz, etc. 

 

They can pay for the Figma pages ->  WE NEED TO DO 
MORE RESEARCH 
TO FIND OUT 
WHAT LEVEL WE 
WANT 

 
 

Previous Client Tasks for Us: 
SEND FULL COURSES WORK & BASIC HAND OUTS Come to us in flash drive 



ICON LIBRARY? FONTS/COLORS/LOGOS We should have an icon library that has a paid 

subscription – still need to get back on 

THIRD PARTY FOR PAYMENTS? THEY WIL 

RESEARCH THAT (TELL HER THE ONE WE USE) 

 

3rd party payments – have two in the past try to 

see what square does – still need to get back on 

 

IDEAS: FOR SILVER AND GOLD (UNLIMITED 
USERS) BOTH BUT LIMITED ACTIVITIES UNTIL GET 
TO SOLD IDEAS: BRONZE (ONLY ONE EXTRA 
ACCOUNT) 
 

Bonze level – Free: 1 person  

Silver 1.99 to 2.99: 2 people  

Gold 10.99 a month: unlimited number of people 

 

Educators get the code at a discounted price -> 
have teachers get gold level at silver level price -> 
have a discounted price 

NAME ONLY TO TAKE QUIZZ /EMAIL HAPPENS 

WHEN THEY WANT MORE INFO 

 

DO not capture an email before you pay -> you 
give them a name and then it saves that info, do 
not get email until you pay  

ARE SETTING UP A FREE MILITARY ENTRANCE 

WITH CODE USAGE 

 

20 set codes, the miliary team can use it if they 
want  

- Each code can be used an unlimited 
number of times is fine 

- Kind of like life lock 
- This code is a lifetime -> if military you 

will never have to pay  
- We could do a promo code through the 

payments service; this will be less work 
for us now  

CAN THE COLOR POP UP AFTER THEY 

ANSWER???? 

NO  

LIGHT UP ANSWERS TO BRIGHTEN PAGE NO ANSWERS GIVEN 

7 DAYS FREE TRIAL? Yes, we should do this  

 

 

 

 

Tasks For Shannon/Company: 

 Flash Drive  

 Icon library: Shannon will look into it and get you answers 

 Fonts/logos/colors: Shannon the green is wrong (you gave them orange)   



 Third party for payments: Shannon get info 

 Need to pay for FIGMA most likely at $15 per month for 6 month possibly covered for students? 

o A-team is looking into IF THEY CAN get it for free as students       

 Need to get questions finalized 

 Are they going to tell us what content is going to be important – Callie will help with this  

o We can also categorize -> for how to learn about each color -> they need to categorize 

the content that we have -> Put what folder/inf is more important 

o They are going to help edit our Figma pages -> will be easier to get the information and 

layout  

o They can do all page layout -> We can do design later  

 We will help do the page layout  

Questions:  

 Do we need to have the bottom and top nav bar -> Yes 

Tasks:  

 We will work on looking at how to work on backend and learn what IED that we want to use – 

we will try and get some help for the backend 

 Figure out what level of paid Figma that we need  

 

Design Inputs  

 We cannot use RED at all  

o Find a way to make a gradient of the four colors that we were given 

 For design decisions -> we will want to do the three hours fully for this meeting  

o Hopefully have paid Figma by then 

 

Regarding the Organization of General Information: 

 There will be a page of general information regarding the user’s colors 

o Will show user color information and their interaction style 

o They can learn more by accessing the articles in their library 

 We will be adding a library of information 

o This library can be accessed on the home page and on the side menu 

o This will require us to create a search feature or an article category feature 

 This will make it easier for users to find articles, especially if we categorize them 

based on categories that users may be interested in 



 

 

Regarding the multiple profiles page: 

 Clicking on a different profile will log the user in as that user 

 Logging in as another user will make the application personalized to their colors 

o This will change all the data stored in the library and in the general information page 

 Each profile can see primarily their own information, and then the articles in the library can help 

them see how they interact with others. 

o I was thinking at the top of one of the articles for interaction with others, we can have 

buttons that the user can click on that are a shortcut to see their interactions with the 

colors that correlate with the ones they share a profile with 

 This may get difficult with unlimited accounts but its an idea! 

NOW -> they have an owner's manual on how to work with another adult/child of an assorted color -> 

do not have to worry about what the specific color of the adult/child you can get all the owner's manual  

List of Pages: 

 Login  

 Create Account 

 Quiz 

 Quiz Warning 



 Membership Plan 

 Settings 

 Multiple Profile 

 General Information Page 

 Side Menu 

 Bottom & Top Navigation 
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